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HELPING PRINT REMAIN COMPETITIVE
A combination of feature sets and automation capabilities makes New ProImage’s NewsWay an ideal solution for centralising 
a printing plant, as the Evening Post Publishing Company in Charleston, South Carolina has found (see page 20). The 
solution is packaged as a core product with multiple add-on modules the client can choose from. For example, the building 
block approach allows the Charleston plant various tools and services that can handle their specific production and plant 
requirements. This comes as a shot in the arm for New ProImage, which has made a mark for itself as a leading developer of 
browser-based content management, digital workflow, ink optimisation, tablet and mobile solutions, colour image processing 
and production tracking solutions. Picture shows the Systems manager at the Evening Post soft-proofing the plate image.
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Testing times for publishers as 
‘breaking news’ moves to social media

The Newspaper Association of  America website 
has an interesting story by David Chavern, its 
president and CEO. Chavern had attended the 
Digital Publishing Innovation Summit in New York 
City a week earlier, a summit that explored key topics 
and trends affecting the digital publishing industry 
and where he spoke on a panel about how social 
publishing affects the future. In Chavern’s words, 

“Social publishing... is about meeting readers where 
they spend time and adapting the content to fit the 
platform to tell a new kind of  story.”  He believes 
there are three key points to consider if  as a publisher 
you are looking to expand your presence on various 
social platforms.

First, always remain reader-centric. The first thing 
Chavern says you should ask yourself  is: What is 
my audience interested in? He urges publishers to 
look at audience habits, reader engagement, number 
of  clicks and other key metrics to help understand 
what platforms make sense. “Beyond the analytics, 
consider asking for input from your readers. Not 
only will they provide honest opinions, but they 
will appreciate being consulted for their feedback... 
Social publishing requires originality and often calls 
for designing entirely new story formats that work 
for the platform and appeal to the audience – which 
may be different than the audience that typically 
consumes your product.”

Second, don’t be afraid to experiment. Although 
understanding readers and their preferences can help 
publishers make smart, informed decisions about 
which social platforms to devote time and dollars 
to, Chavern says it is difficult to figure out what will 
work if  you don’t actually try it out. “Experimentation 
is paramount to almost every aspect of  our business. 
Experimentation can also be costly – but it doesn’t 
have to be,” he points out. He gives the example of  
Snapchat, how “its highly coveted Discover platform 
has attracted a growing group of  prestigious digital 
publishers – from The Wall Street Journal to BuzzFeed 
to Vice and more” and how publishers across the 
United States are creating Snapchat accounts to tell 
stories in a different way.

Third, if  done right, social publishing can lead to 
new revenue opportunities. Publishing directly on 
social platforms or linking to articles via social media, 
Chavern says, requires a re-thinking or re-structuring 
of  a publisher’s pay-wall system to ensure that enough 
information is being offered to social followers while 
still maintaining a level of  exclusivity for paying 
subscribers. “Creating engaging, powerful content 
will entice people to consume it, and they will want 
to come back for more. It... could eventually convert 
them into loyal, paying subscribers.”

Chavern’s views echo distinctly in an article by 
Ingrid Cobben on the WAN-IFRA website, which 
talks about  the reality journalists the world over have 
to face today – news increasingly ‘breaking’ on social 
media platforms before publishers and broadcasters 
have even had a chance to get to the story. With 
Facebook Live enabling audiences to live stream, 
the role of  the news industry to provide breaking 
news has changed, irrevocably, she says. Advances 
in technology and platforms, and the actions of  
publishers – rather than consumer demand – are 
the main drivers behind the growth of  online video, 
she adds, referring to the recently published Digital 
News Report 2016 by Oxford's Reuters Institute for 
the Study of  Journalism. 

In a competitive environment, online video has a 
few key advantages over traditional television news, 
Cobben says and refers to Fahrad Manjoo writing in 
The New York Times: “It is quick, it expands on kind 
of  stories you normally see, it brings in perspectives 
from people who might not have made it to the 
news, and takes us to places TV cameras wouldn't 
have been.” The article mentions Reuters' researchers 
finding that broadcasters are struggling to adapt to 
the new grammar of  digital online video.  Cobben 
rounds off  with a caveat: As breaking news has 
moved to social media, the burden of  moderating 
the content now lies with the platforms. Indeed, for 
publishers, testing times continue.
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Setting the right value
How can publishers maintain advertising revenue from digital content and, at the 
same time, justify a paid print product while also dabbling with paywalls to acquire 
new digital subscriptions? While it may seem to most publishers that the choices 
are mutually exclusive, Arvid Tchizhel shows how it actually is possible to sustain 
all three activities simultaneously, primarily through in-depth use and analysis of                  
Big Data 

The future of  publishing cannot rely solely on 
advertising revenue. However, this does not 
mean that every publisher should set a hard 

paywall on all content without regard for risked 
advertising revenue. Icarus, a character in Greek 
mythology, famously flew too close to the sun and 
melted his wings rather than “flying the middle 
course” as his father suggested. For publishers, there 
is a middle course that balances both advertising 
and subscription revenue, which can be achieved by 
proper data collection and predictive modeling.

Before moving into the details, let’s define a few 
terms in the advertising world. A direct impression, 
also known as local or guaranteed, is an impression 
from a campaign that was sold by an advertising 
salesperson directly to an advertiser. A programmatic 
impression, also known as remnant or indirect, is a 
campaign sold through advertising networks based 
on an auction, usually without a direct relationship 
with the advertiser. 

Measuring advertising delivery throughout a single 
day reveals how the different ad networks contribute 
to volume and revenue. The chart here shows the 
proportion of  impressions delivered throughout the 
day from direct campaigns, sponsorship + standard, 
vs programmatic and internal campaigns. While the 
average direct volume for a full day is 13 per cent, it 
is more than 50 per cent at 6 am and averages 30 per 
cent until 11 am. In the afternoon, direct volume is 
less than 5 per cent of  total delivered impressions. 
This pattern is seen across different publishers, 
though each website has varying fluctuations and day-
parts where programmatic and direct impressions are 
maximised.

Measuring advertising revenue reveals that nearly 
85 per cent of  value is derived from 13 per cent of  
inventory. In the afternoon, where programmatic 
networks account for two-thirds of  volume, less than 
10 per cent of  revenue is generated by programmatic 
ad networks. The data reveal a very difficult truth to 
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Arvid Tchizhel.

Impressions Impressions %

Date: 6/21/2016 12.00:00 PM

Impressions - House 48,182

Percent Impressions - House:    28%
Percent Impressions - Programmatic: 67%
Percent Impressions - Standard:    3%
Percent Impressions - Sponsorship:   1%
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publishers. Advertising revenue, while still important, 
is a complex and inconsistent source of  value for 
their content. Significant investment has been made 
by technology companies and publishers to rake 
in as much profit from programmatic ad networks. 
However, the publisher rarely reaps the return. In the 
next chart, nearly 50 per cent of  ad revenue from a 
single day was earned from direct inventory during a 
five-hour period between 6 am and 11 am.

As expected, the effective price of  each channel is 
very different. In this example, standard impressions 

earn almost $8CPM, while the programmatic channel 
earns 39 cents CPM. Effectively, an impression sold 
directly is worth more than 20 times more than an 
impression sold on an ad exchange. Many publishers 
have dozens of  ad networks hooked into their website, 
so understanding exactly which network leads to the 
highest CPM (cost per thousand impressions of  an ad) 
is critical to maintaining and even growing advertising 
revenue from the programmatic channel. In addition 
to the channel, the content and audience reading your 
content are just as important to understand.

Date: 6/21/2016 9.00:00 AM
Ad Revenue - Standard: $340

Percent Ad Revenue - Programmatic: 9%
Percent Ad Revenue - Standard:    77%
Percent Ad Revenue - Sponsorship:   14%

Ad Revenue Ad Revenue %

Business Classifieds Entertainment Lifestyle News Opinion Sports Travel Weather Traffic

Percent Direct Ad Revenue
Percent Direct Impressions
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Date 1/23/2016 12:00:00 AM to 7/17/2016 12:00:00 AM

Type
All

Device
All

The third chart (earlier page, bottom) compares 
the effective value of  content as measured by the 
proportion of  direct inventory and direct revenue. 
Within News content, direct inventory (12 per cent) 
generates 64 per cent of  revenue and within Lifestyle 
content, direct inventory (23 per cent)generates 85 
per cent of  revenue. Interestingly, the CPM of  direct 
inventory for News and Lifestyle is $9.49 and $8.17 
while CPM for programmatic inventory is 45 cents 
and 40 cents, respectively. 

In just three charts, we have demonstrated the 
complexity and nuance of  advertising value and 
performance over time and content. The same data 
can be compared by local vs non-local traffic, device/
platform, day of  week, page type, author, audience 
segment, referrer, advertising type, advertiser industry, 
ad position, etc. We have not even considered different 
targeting types for direct impressions and click-
through performance across different inventories.

Not only does the data preparation require careful 
work, but the various channels, myriad ad networks, 
agencies and intermediaries used to sell advertising 
all result in a convoluted data collection problem for 
publishers. Without proper data collection, a publisher 
is blind to the advertising value their content generates 
and cannot make informed decisions in their strategy 
and tactics. 

In addition to advertising value, every piece of  
content published generates value for subscribers 
and increases the probability of  an anonymous user 
to convert into a paid subscriber. A similar data 
collection problem exists for publishers to properly 

measure subscriber value. However, with the proper 
data collection method, event-level data reveals 
exactly what content is valued by subscribers. 

Before moving into detail, let’s define a few terms 
used in subscriber acquisition. A modal event is the 
first step in a paywall in which the user is blocked 
from accessing content. This usually is presented 
to the user with a pop-up or light-box that presents 
options to register or subscribe for additional content. 
The completed event is the last step in the conversion 
funnel (similar to any ecommerce site), at which point 
the user converts from an anonymous user to a paid 
subscriber. The conversion rate is the ratio of  users 
who complete vs. users who were presented with the 
modal.

The final chart (below) shows the conversion 
funnel, on average less than one per cent of  users 
convert from the modal event, and the top content 
areas by conversion volume. As might be expected, 
different content and audiences generate differing 
conversion volume and conversion rates. Politics 
and Crime/Safety content generate more than 40 per 
cent of  conversions with the top level News content 
generating nearly 80 per cent of  conversions. Not 
only is advertising more complex than expected, but 
the added dynamic of  subscription management 
leaves publishers with a very difficult optimisation 
problem.

There is hope. Publishers around the world have 
become more sophisticated about how they manage 
advertising and subscription yield. Everything starts 
with a solid foundation, which is the data. The 

Paywall Entry

Completed by Specific Topic
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correct data collection method focuses on breadth of  
sources and granularity in events. Mather Economics 
has developed holistic data capture technology, called 
Listener, which collects the full value of  content 
with respect to advertising and audience. Once the 
full user journey is mapped from the initial page load 
to any subsequent scrolling, ad delivery and paywall 
interaction, true net value and yield performance can 
be analysed.

Machine learning and predictive modeling were 
once an unattainable tool, but are now part of  the 
daily language and operations for many publishers. 
Behavioral modeling and segmentation reveals which 
users are likely to convert to a paid subscriber and 
which users are likely to generate more revenue from 
advertising. Optimisation algorithms are also used to 
set the paywall at the right level where advertising risk 
is minimised but conversion volume is maximised. 
The key is to set the paywall differently for each user 
based on his behaviour, the content, time of  day, the 
ad networks and, most importantly, the long-term 

value of  each user. After the data and analytics are 
complete, the publisher must find the most realistic 
way to implement the recommendations with their 
technology and position in the market. 

Focusing exclusively on advertising revenue as the 
source of  revenue for a publisher’s digital content is 
like flying too close to the sun. As ad blockers gain 
more traction and as CPM’s continue to decline from 
an oversupply of  inventory, publishers are at risk of  
melting their wings. Diversifying revenue sources 
and “flyingthe middle course” is the best way for 
publishers to build a sustainable future and to realise 
the value of  their journalism.

(The writer is a director at Mather Economics, an applied economics and 
analytics consulting firm. He has led numerous consulting engagements 
across different industries that deliver precise recommendations and 
generate quantifiable returns.)

<
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This is by no means a new phenomenon. Data-
driven stories have always been an intrinsic part 
of  business journalism and specialist journals. 

As someone who was closely associated with the 
science and environment magazine, Down to Earth, in 
the early 1990s, I remember the great attention its 
chief  editor, the late environmentalist Anil Agarwal, 
paid to the infographics that appeared on the last 
page of  the publication, and which always told a 
story with numbers.

Today, in 2016, this is a trend that has come to stay 
and the WAN-INFRA’s Digital Media India 2016 
conference held in Delhi this February, highlighted 
the importance of  mainstreaming data in both content 
creation and media management. In his presentation, 
Srinivasan Ramani, deputy national editor, The Hindu, 
spoke about how data journalism is adding a new 
dimension to empirical reporting. Being visual, it 
makes an immediate connect with the audience; 
being based on numbers it provides both credibility 

Data, data, data… that’s 
what the future is all about 
You can have data without information, but you cannot have information without data. This observation 
by Daniel Keys Moran, a computer programmer, who also dabbled in science fiction, is extremely 
relevant to journalism in contemporary times. With attention spans narrowing, Internet platforms 
proliferating and the pace of life hastening, one of the noticeable trends within the media universe 
today is the growing importance now being paid to data, says Pamela Philipose 

and a finality to the story, even while allowing readers 
to think for themselves on the facts being presented 
and draw their own conclusions.

Ramani’s newspaper, The Hindu, seems to be 
taking data journalism far more seriously than its 
peers, encouraged no doubt by a readership that is 
informed and more likely to be data-friendly. The 
newspaper now has dedicated space in its print and 
digital platforms for data stories that seek to report, 
analyse and visualise the story through numbers 
and text. Achieving this, however, is easier said than 
done. As Ramani pointed out, most reporters tend 
to be number challenged and have to be trained in 
making the best use of  the data that comes their way. 
They also need to be acquainted with the technology 
involved. At a more advance level, they would need 
to know procedures like ‘data scraping’ – a technique 
through which a computer program extracts data 
from human-readable output coming from another 
program. The other issue is to ensure dynamic print 
and online content flows in situations of  real-time 
reporting.

Despite the complexities entailed, good data-based 
stories could potentially give any newspaper featuring 
them an added edge. This is particularly true of  
situations where there is already saturation coverage. 
During the Chennai floods of  late 2015, for instance, 
infographics and stories with meteorological and 
geographical data proved extremely popular. Similarly, 
one of  the widely cited stories from The Hindu in the 
aftermath of  the Delhi gang rape, was a six-month 
long investigation that crunched data from Delhi’s 600 
district courts and concluded that at least a third of  
the cases involved consenting couples whose parents 
had accused the men involved in these incidents of  
having committed rape. 
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Srinivasan Ramani pictured during the course of  his presentation. 
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There is a futuristic aspect of  data journalism that 
intrigued many participants at the WAN-INFRA’s 
Digital Media India Conference: Can robots/bots 
be the journalists of  the future? Neerav Parekh, 
founder and CEO of  vPhrase, India, web robots, 
made a strong pitch for automated media content, 
particularly for stories that are based heavily on data. 
A story on, say, on how the stock markets fared on a 
certain day, or what the weather in one’s city would 
be like tomorrow, could be belted out quite easily 
without human agency, once the machine is fed the 
relevant data. 

Typically a robot can collate data and identify 
the talking points through artificial intelligence. 
Explained Parekh, “Stories written by humans do 
better in terms of  adding elements that make them 
more interesting. Obviously robots cannot use 
imagination. But content created by software score 
better in terms of  accuracy, speed and being free of  

bias.” He added that the biggest advantage of  bot-
produced stories is that they can be customised to 
cater to a certain category of  readers, or be belted 
out in multiple languages at speeds that just cannot 
be replicated by humans. 

The newsrooms of  the future, if  we are to go by 
Parekh’s presentation, may well resort to automation 
for those repetitive and routine stories which actually 
account for a fair bit of  media content, even while 
human journalists would still be needed for stories 
that touch the heart and mind and which involve 
complex analyses. 

There is another form of  data use that is now slowly 
manifesting itself: analytics to better understand 
digital audiences in order to monetise them more 
effectively. At the WAN-INFRA conference, Tariq 
Husain, founder of  Express KCS, explained how 
data of  people’s media preferences is now being used 
to connect the dots between content generators and 
users. If  a user goes to a business section more often, 
he or she is classified as a business reader. Someone 
else looking for gossip gets classified as a ‘gossip 
reader’. Such information, anonymously procured, 
helps in behaviour segmentation, which in turn can 
inform the content generation process.

Data, one way or the other, looks set to play a 
significant role in both the creation of  media content 
and its management. 
(The writer is a senior journalists based in New Delhi.)

Neerav Parekh made a strong pitch for automated media content.

Tariq Husain spoke about how user information helped in behaviour 
segmentation.
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World News Publishing Focus
Your Guide to the Changing Media Landscape

BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT WITH WAN-IFRA

Speaking on managing newsroom change at 
the 14th International Newsroom Summit in 
Hamburg in October, Lisa MacLeod, head of  

Digital, Times Media South Africa, gave some tips 
about how little things can help drive transformation 
in small and mid-sized newsrooms:

Be personally up-to-date with mobile technology.• 
Think carefully whether incremental change or • 
large-scale change where failure risk is so much 
higher will be more effective. 
Before tackling enormous change projects, such • 
as a redesign, understand the process properly 
and the limitations that can lead to project failure. 
Know your tools, capacity, resources, particularly 
what the technology and development teams can 
do, and provide organisational support through 
tools and training.
Most importantly, give team members access to • 
what is being planned.
Harness the negative energy by involving your • 
toughest critics in the change process.  

“Failure is rampant… and one of  the reasons may 
be the lack of  knowledge about what constitutes a 
minimal viable product,” MacLeod said. Change in 
little increments can be hugely rewarding. “Sometimes, 
little things can make a big difference. For example, 
getting reporters to change “said yesterday” to 

“said on Tuesday” can free up time of  staff  having 
to repurpose stories for different distribution 
channels. MacLeod, a member of  the World Editors 

'You hear a lot of success stories — 
it's good not to trust them'
If you are an editor who preaches digital transformation in your newsroom, but still carry a 
dated mobile phone, you are in trouble. At least you will be, with Lisa MacLeod, head of Digital,                                           
Times Media South Africa, according to a World Editors Forum staff report

Forum Board, has previously managed newsroom 
transformation at the Financial Times and headed up 
digital at News24.

Rethinking content creation
Sinclair Stewart, deputy editor of  Canada’s Globe 

and Mail said his company made constant changes to 
better reflect the current market for news, but they 
do not compromise the “content creative” who are 
the company’s lifeblood. To be able to hire more 
content creators, the editorial management team 
decided to completely outsource the copy desk. “Is 
our competitive advantage having 30 copy editors or 
30 content creators? For me the content creators win 
every time. I would not go back on that decision for 
anything.”
“Traditional reporting assignments need to be 

rethought or even dropped. The commodity stuff  has 
to go by the wayside. Having photographers from 30 
different news organisations shoot the same photo 
of  a guy outside a building is not going to cut it. Nor 
is having people rewrite a story that has already been 
covered by a wire service,” Stewart said. 

 
How do you innovate in small newsrooms where 
resources are limited? 

This was the challenge put to Alison Gow, 
Innovation editor at Trinity Mirror Regionals when 
inviting her to the Newsroom Summit. “Better and 
more ambitiously than people give us credit for,” was 
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her emphatic answer. She came 
up with a great list – which you 
can find at http://alisongow.
com/. Here are a few of  her 
points:

The key to any innovation • 
project is to know your 
audience. Who are you 
trying to reach, where are 
they at various points of  
the day, what platforms 
are they using and moving 

culturally different digital and print newsrooms two 
years ago is and is not yet ready yet. Krach sketched 
the familiar feelings that he faced: mistrust, ignorance, 
fears of  expanding workloads and quality sacrificed 
for speed in a centralised digital newsroom. 

The Munich-based news organisation adopted a 
three-step approach to define the task; let people 
talk and then change things. “You have to ask them 
what is the strength of  this section on the web and in 
print? So where do we want to go, and what are the 
requirements we have to fulfil to get there?” Krach 
said. He gave every section head the chance to make 
their own proposals and agreed to go with those 
unless they were unconvincing. The result is a single 
newsroom and a single brand, but as he points out, 
that involved 150 editorial staff  and 13 workgroups 
in weekly meetings for more than six months – 

“supervised, moderated, and documented... and then 
you live with the consequences.”

Doug Wilks, News Division managing editor, 
at USbased Deseret News, shared lessons from 
combining two newsrooms and “there was bleeding 
with that”. With reduced staff  also comes the need to 
prioritise – even implementing a triage process about 
what and how to cover: “We decided we were not 
features specialists. We built a contributor network, 
and combined that with wire service copy to fulfil 
features obligations.” It seems to be working – given 
that Wilks predicts the newsroom will eventually be 
supported by digital.

(This article was originally published in the November-December 2015 
edition of  World News Publishing Focus, the bi-monthly magazine 
published by WAN-IFRA.)

<

towards? Does your idea fit and support the 
overall goal of  growth and engagement?
Using Facebook allowed one of  the regionals • 
to target content for a very specific audience: 
parents with young kids who are awake at              
2 am. 
Use social media to connect with specific • 
audiences.  For her portfolio, this is mostly 
Facebook, which drives 85 per cent of  traffic 
to content on the Trinity Mirror regional sites. 
Where possible, use third-party tools. • 
Development is expensive.
When working with mobile, make sure it works • 
“on mobile” not on one platform such as OS. 
“Either it works on mobile, or it doesn’t. If  it 
doesn’t, don’t do it; you’re just halving your 
potential audience reach.”
Run trials in one newsroom, assess the value • 
and if  it works, share the knowledge. 

But Facebook is not everybody’s preferred way of  
reaching audiences. At the Danish tabloid Ekstra Bladet, 
only 13.7 per cent of  traffic to extrabladet.dk comes 
via Facebook. “We want real traffic that becomes 
loyal to Extra-bladet,” said Digital chief  editor 
Anders Refnov. Nonetheless, the Facebook pages are 
important. They have one editor, two reporters, and 
strong analytics support. But when a big story breaks, 
most of  the traffic is direct to ekstrabladet.dk.

Blood, sweat and tears behind integration
For those editors redefining their newsrooms 

through integration projects, physical and or process 
change, beware, there is no quick fix, warns Wolfgang 
Krach, editor-in-chief  of  Germany’s Süddeutsche 
Zeitung, and a vice-president of  the World Editors 
Forum. “You hear a lot of  success stories, and I would 
say that it’s not good to trust them.” Süddeutsche 
Zeitung started integrating and redefining its two 

Alison Gow. Doug Wilks.Wolfgang Krach.
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The Quality and Co-ordination Department 
implements ISO 9001 Quality Management 
System, ISO 14001 Environmental 

Management System, ISO 18001 Occupational 
Health and Safety and ISO 12647-3 Quality 
Standard for Newspaper Production. “The ISO 
9001, 14001 and 18001 are what we call integrated 
plant management systems,” Muharrem Yasar 
told the audience at last year’s WAN-IFRA 
Conference.

To emphasise the importance of  the standards, 
Yaser cited an incident at their plant. During 
one night shift, when an operator was working 
on a machine breakdown, a curious and 
incautious employee was standing behind him 
and, accidentally, a screw driver went into the eye 
of  the worker. The injury was serious and the 
worker lost his eye. The law says that in any such 
circumstance, it is the company that is at fault. 
It is the company’s responsibility to train their 
employees on safety, make the machine safe and 

Integrated management will 
help improve efficiency

Zaman, from the Feza Gazetecilik stable in Istanbul, is the most-purchased newspaper in 
Turkey. It is printed at six sites. The Quality and Co-ordination Department is responsible for 
implementing and maintaining four ISO standards in the workplace. Muharrem Yasar, Quality 
manager, Feza Publications, explains how management systems can help achieve efficiency

provide safety equipment and safe consumables.
“A small problem is an indication of  a larger 

problem that is going to happen soon. If  we 
address the root cause of  the problem in its first 
occurrence, we can ensure trouble-free operation,” 
Yasar said.

Again, he cited an example of  a problem at a 
printing plant in Istanbul as an illustration. The 
plant was affected by a small flood in 2007. 
Rainwater entered the premises and the level was 
about 15 cm. Even after this, the plant did not take 
any steps to prevent a recurrence of  the problem. 
Two years later, a severe flood damaged the entire 
plant and it had to be closed. 

Standard operation procedures
All the plants of  Zaman are certified for ISO 9001, 

14001 and 18001. The plants have to undergo a 
yearly re-certification process to prevent ‘business 
blindness’. As part of  the Integrated Management 
System, Zaman has standard procedures for all 
operations. Yasar has drawn up emergency action 
plans, made obligatory signs for workers and put 
up instructions for operating machines.

Zaman today has installed several safety features 
in its presses and machineries. Some examples 
include safety cages for rotating parts, safety 
switches that turns off  machines if  doors are 
not closed, electricity insulator rigs in electrical 
cabinets, goggles, mask and gloves for workers, 
MSDS summary sheets in chemical handling areas, 
medical cleaners to wash eyes in case of  contact 
with chemicals, stock area lines, speed-breakers 
inside the plant, pedestrian walkways, closed 
metal cabinets to store chemicals and hazardous 

Muharrem Yasar is convinced that the benefits of  an integrated 
plant management system are immense.
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materials, forced ventilation in storage areas, 
perforated surfaces in chemical storage areas to 
ensure drainage of  leaked chemicals, etc.

Zaman also provides work shoes for employees. 
Two pairs of  shoes are provided for summer and 

The parent company of •	 Zaman is Feza 
Gazetecilik,	based	 in	 İstanbul,	 the	 largest	
city	in	Turkey	
Zaman,•	 	which	means	Time	in	English,	has	
a	circulation	of	one	million	
It	 is	 printed	 at	 six	 sites	 –	 five	 in	 Turkey	•	
(Istanbul,	 Ankara,	 Izmir,	 Adana	 and	
Trabzon)	and	a	contracted	one	in	Antalya
Zaman•	 	 operates	 one	 Heidelberg	 Harris	
Mercury	 (1996)	 with	 a	 speed	 of	 35000	
copies/hour	 and	five	KBA	Comet	presses	
with	a	speed	of	75000	copies	/	hour
Plate-making	 rooms	 in	 all	 the	 locations	•	
operate	10	Kodak	Generation	News	CTP

winter use. The shoes are of  industrial quality 
and have insulated soles for electricians. They are 
designed to make wearers sure-footed even on oily 
surfaces and are steel-toed to protect feet from 
heavy objects.
“Implementing and maintaining an integrated 

plant management system takes a lot of  effort 
and associated costs. However, the benefits are 
immense. In the long-term, it can prevent all 
losses related to operational inefficiency,” Yasar 
said, summing up his presentation.

(Muharrem Yaşar has an engineering background, but is passionate 
about colour quality. He has contributed to various major projects, 
including the purchase and installation of  five new printing machines 
for the company’s facilities, and an investment project in computer-to-
plate (CtP) technology. He currently works in quality management 
and ERP implementation. He is involved in the company’s on-going 
efforts to install heat-set towers and turn the existing machines into 
hybrids. This report had appeared in the WAN-IFRA India 2015 
Printing Summit Conference Summary.)

<

Please contact us for more information or to make an appointment at WAN-IFRA India:
indiasales@ppimedia.de • +49 160  96903262
gopal@thinkprint.in • +91 98112 91887

www.ppimedia.de

High performance digital asset management

Low investment and maintenance costs

Mobile access on the road

Fast and simple setup

Short project times

24/7 Support

One Editorial System for Multiple Languages.

Meet us at

India 2016
21st-22nd September,

Kolkata
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Speaking on systematic approach to implement 
FM screen in newspaper production, Anjan 
Mazumdar said HT Media’s traditionally 

preferred vehicle had been the Amplitude 
Modulated (AM) screens until 2013, when it 
started experimenting with FM screens. The shift 
was mainly driven by three objectives – migrating 
from 45 GSM to 42 GSM newsprint, ink saving 
and quality improvement. 

The FM screen has many variants. Typically, the 
variation is in the size of  the dots. HT Media tested 
three variants – HDS Super Coarse, a 4x4 pixel 
measuring 84 microns; HDS Coarse, a 2x3 pixel  
measuring 51 microns; and HDS Medium, which 
is a 2x2 pixel measuring 42 microns. Coarser dots 
use a larger structure and have the ability to hold 
highlight dots for large numbers of  impressions. 
However, coarser dots also mean grainy images. 
Finer screens have higher quality and smoother 
gradations. On the flip side, smaller dots tend to 
weaken faster.

Several factors have to be taken into account 
while selecting the FM screen variant, Mazumdar 
told the audience. The key parameter is 
compatibility with existing newsprint and plate. 

Systematic approach to 
implementing FM screening

The FM screen in newspaper production was the focus of a presentation by Anjan Mazumdar, VP, 
Quality and EHS, at HT Media. He spoke about the challenges in the implementation and how to 
achieve perfection systematically

The surface smoothness of  newsprint determines 
the selection of  the size of  dots. The second 
parameter is the ability of  the plate to hold these 
small-sized dots. The fact is that the smaller the 
dot, the higher is the dot gain and the tougher 
the control of  inking in the press, he pointed out, 
adding, minor variations in inking can cause the 
dot gain to vary significantly and hence affect 
colour quality.

Change made systematically
At HT Media, the move from AM to FM was done 

in a systematic manner. Mazumdar detailed the steps 
taken. First, a compatibility study was done in the 
CTP plate. Exposure and processor settings were 
adjusted as per manufacturer’s recommendation 
and different variations of  FM screens were tested. 
Plate manufacturers were consulted at this stage 
to get perfect calibration and even dot output 
across the entire plate. Secondly, press impression 
settings were checked and several test runs were 
done to establish the dot gain and calibrate the 
CTP to achieve 26 per cent dot gain. Third, the 
dot reproduction was consistently monitored by 
inserting a special test patch as part of  the regular 
edition almost every day. 
“Apart from dot gain, it is important to study the 

stability of  dots from the progressive copies. If  severe 
dot loss is noted, then it is important to consult the 
plate manufacturer to see what can be improved,” 
Mazumdar advised.

The FM screen is not easy to implement and 
maintain. CTP optics should be regularly checked 
as per the manufacturer’s recommendations and 
processor maintenance has to be done regularly on 
a set schedule; Preheat temperature needs to be even 
and consistent across the width of  the plate; developer Anjan Mazumdar detailed the steps taken for FM screening 

at HT Media.
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and water bath brush pressure has to be consistent; 
proper press settings and periodic dot gain analysis 
of  all the towers is required.
“Tighter density control is essential as over inking 

can be disastrous,” Mazumdar said. “At HT Media we 
have pre-determined Solid Ink Density targets and a 
reduced Total Ink Limit of  200.”  Since HT Media 
uses newsprint from different manufacturers, it 
is not possible to have a single-screen variant for 
all newsprint types. Hence, it uses a combination 
of  HDS Coarse and HDS Super Coarse. FM 
screens can also lead to higher fluff  accumulation 
and it is therefore important to discuss with 
newsprint manufacturers measures to reduce fluff  
accumulation, Mazumdar said. 

(Anjan Mazumdar is a graduate in Printing Technology from 
Allahabad. He started his career at Wimco, a printing and packaging 
company. He has worked in key positions at the Indian Express, 
and at the Thompson Press. At HT Media, he has handled various 
challenging assignments, including quality, technology and safety. This 
report had appeared in the WAN-IFRA India 2015 Printing Summit 
Conference Summary.)

<

The	 annual	 general	 body	 meeting	 of	 the	
Salem	Offset	Printers	Association	was	held	on	
19	June	in	Salem.		
K.M.	Sampath	Kumar,	Minerva	Offset	Printers,	

was	elected	the	new	president,	along	with	S.	
Srinivasan,	General	Printers,	as	the	secretary,	
and	K.N.	Prabakaran,	Sundar	Computer	Offset,	
as	 the	 treasurer.	 The	 executive	 committee	
members	were	elected	by	the	general	body.
Also	present	were	the	association’s	founder,	

V.	Muthu	Gopala	Krishnan,	and	the	immediate	
past	president,	A.Karmeham.		

New office bearers for 
printers body

<
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Evening Post equips 
plants with NewsWay 

ProImage has announced the sale of  two NewsWay 
Workflow Systems to the Evening Post Publishing 
Company. The two systems will manage the workflow 
of  the Aiken Standard in Aiken, and of  The Post and 
Courier in Charleston, South Carolina, respectively.  
The Post and Courier has a daily circulation of  71500 
and 79600 Sundays, and the Charleston plant prints 
more than 50 publications per month, including three 
daily papers. 

The NewsWay system will handle the entire workflow 
starting with picking up customers’ PDF files off  the 
commercial FTP server, moving them into Intellitune 
for image processing, into Asura for preflighting, then 
Ripping and imposing to plates. All this will take place 
without manual intervention from operators. 

 In this process, NewsWay controls and manages 
a multitude of  functionality such as production 
tracking, page and plate approvals, furniture and text 
burning, deadline monitoring and priority scheduling. 
Since it is a server-based workflow, customers can 
login remotely, proof  and approve their pages. Many 
routine functions such a photo toning/optimizsation, 
pre-flighting, ink optimisation and sending proofs to 
NewsColor are automated and thus allow uniformity 
in the process and NewsWay provides the ability to 
change configurations on the fly if  required. “Those 
features and the reduced manual need to move files 
from one process to another will be very beneficial 

to us,” says Dan Enfinger, Pre-Press manager for the 
Post and Courier. 

 The NewsWay solution is packaged as a core 
product with multiple add-on modules the client can 
choose from. This building block approach allows the 
Charleston plant various tools and services that handle 
their specific production and plant requirements. This 
includes Ink Control Module to calculate ink coverage, 
Barcode Module for plate sorting and tracking, 
OnColor Eco for ink optimisation, plus Pitstop Pro 
client NewsWay integration and Harlequin RIPs. 
NewsWay will load balance all RIPs and AGFA CtP 
devices, so images are routed efficiently and ensures 
all resources are fully utilised. 

 The Aiken Standard is equipped with NewsWay Blaze 
which is built on the proven NewsWay architecture 
and is a single box complete browser based workflow 
solution. Blaze includes Edition Planning and tracking, 
page pairing, and real time production monitoring. 
A lighter version than NewsWay, NewsWay Blaze 
perfectly meets the demands of  the slightly smaller 
production plant in Aiken which prints 12440 daily, 
13710 Sundays, plus 34 publications per month.  

 24/7 support that is responsive and affordable are 
crucial to a successful implementation and trouble-
free operation. This was one of  the key decision 
points for Dan Enfinger: “Their 24/7 support is 
responsive to the needs of  a centralised printing 
plant. A software engineer answers the support call 
and is familiar with the systems. There is a genuine 
interest in seeing that the system is configured to get 
the best production for the customer.” When asked 
about why they selected ProImage NewsWay over 
other workflow systems, Dan Enfinger has a clear 
answer: “The combination of  feature sets, automation 
capability, and reputation for customer support puts 
ProImage in a league of  their own.”

 NewsWay is integrating with SCS Layout 8000, 
AGFA’s Intellitune for photo toning, OneVision Asura 
for preflighting, OnColor Eco for ink optimisation, 
Sublima hybrid stochastic screening on all print jobs, 
AGFA CtP with Chem Free Violet Plates, automatic 
colour accurate proofing via NewsColor, Goss EPAR 
ink presets, and Nela benders for barcoding and plate 
punch and bending. 
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•  Colour control
•  Dampening control
•  Register control (incl. fan-out)
•  Fault detection

IDS-3D 
The double sensors and build-in microprocessors make 
IDS-3D multifunctional in a revolutionary manner. A 
unique patented image based solution that combines 
colour and register control in one camera and that can 
also be configured for detecting production failures. 
All functionalities are executed with joint intelligence 
and without the need for register marks or colour bars.

w w w. q i p c . c o mw w w. e a e . c o m

I AM
ALL-IN-ONE

David Boyd, Systems manager, looking at the NewsWay 
production tracking screen. 
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RotaJet L-Series receives 
certification

The world’s first inkjet web printing system with a 
web width of  over 30 inches (76.2 cm), the RotaJet 
L-Series from Koenig & Bauer (KBA), has been 
officially certified by the International Association of  
the Deinking Industry (INGEDE). Test prints with 
newly developed inks which were used to print on 
coated stock at this year’s drupa and were evaluated by 
INGEDE, were shown to be extremely ‘deinkable’. 

Deinking, the process of  removing ink or toner 
from paper, is of  great importance when it comes 
to an orderly recycling chain. “The very good results 
achieved once again by the high-volume inkjet press 
from KBA clearly show that it is possible to design 
inkjet print-work in such a way that they can be 
easily integrated into existing recycling chains,” says 
Axel Fischer, expert for recycling print products at 
INGEDE. RotaColor inks from the previous press 
series the RotaJet 76 were certified as extremely 
deinkable in 2014. 

The print samples were inspected in accordance 
with INGEDE Method 11 and evaluated according 
to the European Recovered Paper Council’s 
Deinkability Scorecard (ERPC 2015). The RotaJet 
L-Series received 100 out of  100 points. The KBA 
RotaColor polymer pigment inks have been constantly 
improved to build on the very good result achieved 
in 2014 even further. The KBA RotaColor inkjet inks 
benefit from cutting-edge polymer technology which 
prevents the pigments from penetrating the fibres. 
The pigmentation of  the inks has been perfected to 
ensure that the paper’s cellulose fibres retain their 
natural characteristics and are not compromised. At 
the same time, KBA RotaColor inks deliver a high 

level of  moisture and water resistance. KBA thus has 
found a perfect balance of  outstanding deinkability 
and maximum water resistance.

Leading European paper manufacturers founded 
the International Association of  the Deinking 
Industry in 1989. The goal of  INGEDE is to ensure 
that even more used paper is recycled in future. Ink 
has to be removed so that waste paper can be used 
as a raw material to make high-quality graphic paper. 
The raw material goes through the deinking process. 
This process has little impact on the environment 
and delivers high-quality paper. Using waste paper for 
producing graphic paper helps to protect resources 
and avoids generating large volumes of  waste.

manroland digital 
workflows impress

drupa 2016 was the arena for demonstrating 
the growing capabilities of  digital printing, from 
newspaper up to book printing. The performance 
of  manroland web systems is described perfectly by 
Alwin Stadler, head of  digital printing as follows: "We 
establish the post press processing/inline finishing 
as the central part of  the system in the digital 
printing systems and additionally ensure integration 
in the customers workflow." The results are manifold 
business models, which are being implemented 
worldwide by offset as well as digital printers. This 
digital know-how has been continually developed 
by manroland web systems and has today been 
established as the cutting edge competence in three 
distinct fields: Workflow integration, outstanding 
automation as well as trailblazing hybrid solutions.
"Instead of  offering the customer isolated 

applications, we have connected the complete 
printing system with our core competences, folding 
technology and Workflow networking, and that 
from the very beginning" is how Stadler explains the 
demands that manroland web systems place upon 
themselves as the leading integration partner. Low 
make-ready times as demonstrated by the folding 
systems FormerLine and FoldLine are obligatory in 
this regard. 

Another central integration tool is MasterQ, the 
software Imposer which coordinates imposition. 
With their inline finishing units and software 
solutions, manroland web systems have managed to RotaJet inks rated good in the deinkability evaluation.
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digitalise workflows to an extent that high copy runs 
can be efficiently and flexibly produced. The cardinal 
element here is the WorkflowBridge software which 
delivers clear job instructions to the folding unit. 
Each incoming print job is checked and immediately 
assigned to the production unit where it can be 
produced most economically and efficiently. What 
happens when framework conditions of  the job 
parameters or even production conditions change? 
No problem: Because digital printing and offset 
systems in any printing house can be linked in the 
superordinate solution, MasterQ. It automates and 
updates job scheduling permanently.

A digital workflow made up of  a Kodak Prosper 
6000S Hybrid and the FoldLine as a flexible inline 
folding unit with many varied product applications, 
was very impressive at drupa 2016 in Düsseldorf. 
Using the new digital print reel splicer from 
manroland web systems, pre-printed reels were 
processed in alternating offset and inkjet modes and, 
indeed, partly digitally imprinted and guided to the 
FoldLine. The stacking of  the produced products 
such as newspapers, books, booklets and brochures 
was taken on by a Rima system. The changeover 
between, as an example, three different successive 
newspaper versions was carried out at full speed on-
the-fly, enabling smooth transfer from one version 
to the next. The individual jobs were connected to 
become a continuous production run via MasterQ.

Worldwide, manroland web systems has developed 
its digital workflows independent of  printing 
machine manufacturers, for reel offset and digital 
print environments. The overriding principles are 
production variability, low cost production of  small 
partial runs/regional editions and individualisation, 
all of  which enable new business models. The Swiss 

printing house Mengis Druck produces the first 
purely digitally printed daily newspaper, the Walliser 
Bote, in the evenings on a FoldLine-Workflow, and 
during the day they produce advertising inserts. 
The French Imprimerie de l’Avesnois produce their 
weekly newspaper L’Observateur, including regional 
editions with the FoldLine and the WorkflowBridge. 
The objective is strongly individualised newspapers. 
Rotolito Lombarda, Milan, uses the FoldLine System 
in inline as well as offline operation to produce 
newspapers, brochures, magazines and individual 
book signatures. This complete product flexibility in 
inline finishing is also relied upon by Masar Printing 
& Publishing in Dubai, United Arabi Emirates. 

The book block solution, FormerLine, is one 
answer to the booming print-on-demand book 
market. While one FormerLine after another takes 
care of  economically viable book production at the 
location of  the Chinese book printing giant Hucais in 
Dongguan, the huge German book printer CPI sees 
the FormerLine as an efficient solution for digital 
four-colour book printing. In Brazil at the beginning 
of  2016, the educational book-publishing house FTD 
Educação started production on FormerLine. The 
Polish company Legra has discovered an additional 
production field for the FomerLine: The unit is 
impressively producing calendars.

Muller Martini leaves 
‘convincing impression’

Bruno Müller, CEO of  Muller Martini, was 
particularly delighted by all the positive customer 
feedback with regard to the booth's concept: "The 
way we explained our core topic of  Finishing 4.0 in a 
clear and impressive manner surprised many visitors." 
Asked how he would rate the event from Muller 
Martini's perspective, Müller says: “I consider it to be 
an outright success. We are not only highly satisfied 
with the number of  visitors, we also received lots of  
positive customer feedback about how we presented 
our offering, both as regards our machines and our 
services.”

Müller is convinced that there is major potential 
for development in customised, variable and high-
quality printed matter. However, it needs to be 
produced efficiently. “We showed how to do that 
with specific, practical applications and demanding 

Digital nonstop production of  various products with differing page 
numbers, sections or books: the workflow at manroland web systems' 
stand at the recently concluded drupa. 
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QuadTech appoints 
agent in Thailand

QuadTech has announced KPN Graphics Supply 
Co (KPN) as its newest agent, appointed to support 
newspaper, commercial, and packaging printers in 
Thailand. KPN is a Thai-based company with more 
than 20 years of  experience and is one of  the largest 
distribution companies in Thailand and Southeast 
Asia. 

Says Napat Bavornwattanakorn, Sales and 
Marketing director, "We are committed to offering 
high quality and professional products for printing 
and packaging industries. We provide products for 
printing applications such as Sheet Offset, Web 
Offset, Dry Offset, Flexo, Gravure and Digital. We 
are enthused to represent QuadTech's innovative 
products and services, as we are continuously 
working to satisfy customer's needs across the 
printing industry."

According to Sanat Gandhi, QuadTech Area Sales 
manager, "The best part of  KPN is their transparency 
and prompt response to customers, which is highly 
respected by their current customers. KPN quickly 
adopts to market practices and can offer parts and 
systems in local currency. Due to their quick response 
time and commitment to continuous improvement, 
customers can be confident in KPN."

live presentations. That left a convincing impression 
on many visitors to the booth.”

How did the customers comment on the integrated 
solutions and the demos with complex hybrid 
products? Says Müller: "What our visitors liked in 
particular was the design of  the booth - how they 
were able to enter the topic of  Finishing 4.0 in the 
tower and get a perfect overview of  all our live 
products from a bird's eye perspective. I met the 
most varied people from the graphic arts industry 
and from various major businesses - publishers as 
well as printers, representatives of  management and 
machine operators. That was equally the case for 
visitors who already have experience in digital printing 
as well as for conventional printers and finishers who 
have not yet considered the topic of  digital.”

Positive responses from visitors are one thing, 
investment decisions and projects lined up are another. 
So, was Müller satisfied with the sales concluded at 
drupa? “As we presented new ideas to our customers 
with future-driven production processes, various 
projects are also lined up for the future. What's 
important now is to process these projects rapidly 
and to hopefully complete many of  them.”

Muller Martini moved more than 200 tons of  
material to Düsseldorf  in 27 trucks on 258 pallets 
and invested three weeks in installing the booth. 
What's more, in addition to 30 technicians, they had 
more than 100 sales experts and product managers 
of  sales companies from all continents in permanent 
deployment. 

Muller Martini CEO Bruno Müller feels there's major potential for 
development in customised, variable and high-quality printed matter. 

L-r: Napat Bavornwattanakorn, KPN Sales and Marketing 
director; Sanat Gandhi, QuadTech Area Sales manager; Kochavee 
Bavornwattanakorn, KPN managing director; and Sebastien Tchnar, 
KPN general manager.

RIND Survey articles can also be assessed on 
our website: www.pressinstitute.in 
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Jason Elliott.

Beck mentor, science journalist and television presenter Ranga 
Yogeshwar (right) after presenting the award to Timo Kollmann, 
Sales director and authorised signatory at Hugo Beck.
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manroland has new 
VP, Sales

With more than 25 years of  experience in printing 
and operations management, Jason Elliott will 
now oversee the new equipment sales efforts of  
the commercial web product sector for manroland 
web systems Inc North America. Elliott replaces 
Roland Ortbach, who recently retired. In his role as 

developed and launched a B2B platform based on 
the e-Commerce Suite software. The new manroland 
web store aims at customer requirements and allows 
ordering quickly, conveniently, and inexpensively at 
any time and from anywhere. With this relaunch, 
manroland web systems will be able to offer its 
customers an online shop full of  professional 
expertise with convenient operation that comes 
close to the ones in the consumer sector. It offers 
fast, flexible, and convenient spare parts supply, 
representing a real added value.

Advantages for customers: original parts with 
tested quality from manroland web systems; 
optimised performance thanks to consistent further 
development; high machine performance across the 
entire life cycle; wide range of  parts available from 
the warehouse at short notice; and convenient online 
shopping at all times and from anywhere.

Hugo Beck recognised 
for innovation

Hugo Beck Maschinenbau GmbH & Co KG 
is a recipient of  the 'Top 100 Award for the most 
innovative SMEs in Germany for the third time. 
Thanks to a radical reorganisation of  the production 
process, the manufacturer of  flowpack, film packaging, 
and post-print processing systems prevailed in 
the selection procedure for the management and 
success of  innovations. On June 24, mentor of  the 
innovation contest Ranga Yogeshwar presented the 
Top Innovator seal of  approval during the German 
SME Summit in Essen.

vice-president of  Sales, Jason 
Elliott will be responsible for 
promoting not only manroland 
web systems commercial 
offset press products, but 
also the digital inkjet finishing 
products. Elliott also maintains 
responsibility for managing the 
consumables business. 

With his experience in the 
world of  training and service, and his wide knowledge 
of  the current business needs for North American 
print operations, Elliot brings a broad understanding 
of  how manroland web systems can support 
customers throughout the lifetime of  their press 
investment. “Today’s market for press equipment 
continues to be directed towards efficiency and 
flexibility. My time spent working with our customers 
in the world of  service and support has uniquely 
qualified me to understand equipment needs from 
a perspective focused on reducing manufacturing 
costs and streamlining operations, without sacrificing 
quality or productivity,” he says.

manroland web store 
goes live

The new manroland web store opened its doors on 
July 15. The store makes fast, easy and inexpensive 
shopping possible, intuitively, at all times and also 
on the go, by using a laptop, tablet or smartphone. 
With regards to all demands of  modern printing 
houses that require a flexible spare and wear part 
management with short response times, the online 
shop from manroland web systems has been 
completely revamped. 

Together with customers and the company 
e-matters in Hamburg, manroland web systems has 
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Hugo Beck has operated a fully modular system 
throughout its entire production process since 2015. 
This means that the various basic packaging system 
models have been modularised so that the sales team 
can prepare complex and detailed offers without 
having to draw up comprehensive engineering 
designs beforehand. Customers receive an offer 
containing a summary of  the components used in 
the configuration of  the system more quickly, which 
increases transparency for the customer and reduces 
the lead time. Depending on the size of  the system, 
the saving in time spent on design is significant, 
which increases profitability and productivity. 
Production process control is based on the Kanban 
method. Production is purely order-based. Required 
subassemblies are received on the assembly line 
directly from the in-house pre-assembly line or the 
supplier just in time.

After 2006 and 2011, the innovative capacity of  
the Dettingen-based family-owned business has 
been recognized once again. "Switching over our 
production was a true feat of  strength. Nonetheless, 
everything is running smoothly now," say managing 
director Horst Heimann and Sales director Timo 
Kollmann. "Restructuring our production processes 
has enabled us to remain broad-based and flexible 
enough to deliver customers from various industries 
around the world all the packaging services they need," 
Kollmann goes on to explain. This was preceded by 
refocusing the company on three business segments 
in 2014: Pharmaceuticals, Food & Cosmetics, Print 
& Paper, Household, Construction & more. Hugo 
Beck now has the world's most comprehensive 
manufacturing program in film packaging. The 
mechanical engineering company generated 70 per 
cent of  last year's sales with innovative customised 
solutions, which constitutes the company's core 
competency.

Xaar acquires Engineered 
Printing Solutions

Xaar plc has announced the acquisition of  
Engineered Printing Solutions (EPS), a leading 
provider of  product printing equipment in North 
America. The acquisition is Xaar’s first as part of  
the company’s strategic vision to achieve £220m 
of  annual sales by 2020. EPS has built a successful 
business through supplying customised and bespoke 

printing solutions to a wide variety of  market 
sectors including promotional, packaging, medical, 
automotive, apparel, appliances, sports equipment 
and toys.  One of  its focuses has been to develop 
flexible and cost effective digital inkjet solutions. In 
2015, EPS generated $14m of  revenue and today 
employs 60 staff.
“The product printing market is served by multiple 

print processes today and the fastest growing is 
inkjet,” says Doug Edwards, CEO of  Xaar.  “Here, 
just as with other industry sectors, there is great 
potential to accelerate the adoption of  inkjet. EPS 
has established a successful business and is well 
positioned to continue to grow. Xaar gains a strong 
customer base and footprint in North America, a 
region Xaar has been targeting for growth.  The 
integration capabilities EPS brings to Xaar will enable 
us to provide greater support to our existing and new 
OEM partners.”

Says Julian Joffe, who founded EPS in 1985 and 
who has been appointed Xaar’s new president of  
Engineered Printing Solutions: “Engineered Printing 
Solutions has a long track record of  success through 
providing both analogue and digital inkjet solutions 
to its customers. Xaar values our brand, engineering 
capability and the innovative solutions we bring to 
the marketplace.  Xaar brings deep knowledge of  
inkjet technology and access to wider channels. We 
are looking forward to working together to better 
serve our global and US customers and accelerate the 
growth of  the business.”

KBA takes over 
Iberica AG  

The takeover of  Iberica AG SA in Spain by 
German press manufacturer Koenig & Bauer AG 
(KBA) announced on 23 May is now complete with 
the signing of  the purchase agreement by Officine 
Meccaniche G. Cerutti SpA (OMGC) from Italy. 
The KBA Group expands its extensive portfolio 
for packaging customers in print finishing with the 
acquisition of  the die-cutter manufacturer based in 
Barcelona. 

Iberica produces medium and large-format flatbed 
die-cutters for board and corrugated packaging. KBA 
has been active in the market successfully for some 
time with its presses. The takeover and integration of  
Iberica underscores the global KBA Group’s focus 
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on growth markets and greatly improves the Spanish 
die-cutters’ growth prospects. The parties agreed 
not to disclose the purchase price or further details 
regarding the takeover. For the transaction, OMGC 
was advised by Fredericks Michael & Co.

Onyx Graphics, HP 
team up 

Keeping the importance of  speed in mind, Onyx 
Graphics and HP Inc have joined forces to collaborate 
with four-time Indianapolis 500 champion Andretti 
Autosport. The affiliation familiarises Andretti 
Autosport with leading technology in both large-
format printing and printing software – a must-have in 
the always evolving world of  motorsport. With high-
performance cars racing across multiple disciplines 
worldwide, industry-leading HP Latex technology 
and Onyx Thrive software keep Andretti Autosport, 
and its family of  race teams, ahead of  the game when 
producing graphics. 
"With racing in four series, and around the world, 

our portfolio of  partners and graphics printing needs 
are constantly growing and evolving," said Andretti 
Autosport CEO Michael Andretti. "The relationship 
with Onyx and HP Inc allows our changing graphics 
needs to be as quick off  the track as we are on the 
track."
“Everything in racing hinges on speed, and getting 

the cars ready for race day is no exception,” said Oriol 
Gasch, Americas Large Format Category director, 
HP Inc. “HP helps Andretti Autosport meet this 
challenge with the HP Latex 360 Printer and HP 
Latex Inks, allowing the Andretti team to turnaround 

KBA president and CEO Claus Bolza-Schünemann (second left) with 
Iberica engineers on a tour of  the assembly hall.

Kent Anderson. 

all of  its race car graphics in record time without 
sacrificing image quality or durability.” 
“Onyx Graphics is thrilled to have the opportunity 

to work alongside HP to help represent the impressive 
legacy that is Andretti Autosport,” says Bryan 
Manwaring, director of  Product Marketing for Onyx 
Graphics. "With our proven Onyx Thrive software, 
we are proud to help drive Andretti Autosport to 
success as their Official Printer Graphic Software 
Supplier."

Jeco Plastic Products 
names president

Jeco Plastic Products, designer 
and manufacturer of  plastic pallets 
and containers for the worldwide 
printing and automotive industries 
since 1973, has named Kent 
Anderson as president, effective 
June 27. Prior to joining Jeco, 
Anderson was vice-president of  
Business Development at the Indiana Economic 
Development Corporation, and executive director of  
the Columbus (Indiana) Area Metropolitan Planning 
Organization.  He has held manufacturing executive 
positions at Georg Utz and Audi. 

Print is always on the move. In dynamic, changing markets, 
printing companies always need to adapt to new conditions. 
This is manroland web systems’ focus: You, your business, 
and your future. You can expect us to show new perspectives 
and integrated solutions having the entire value chain in 
mind. Our Digital Finishing Solutions: The variable former 
fold system – FormerLine.  
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Euronews selects WAN-IFRA for 
training 

Euronews, the multilingual news organisation 
headquartered in Lyon, France, has chosen WAN-IFRA to 
train its teams in immersive journalism and to strengthen 
its Journalism-360 capacity, a new mode of  storytelling. 
The program will concentrate on practical exercises and 
will be directed by Anh Hoà Truong, a bilingual WAN-
IFRA consultant and instructor (French/English). 

Based in Palo Alto, California, Anh Hoà is also a journalist 
and teaches immersive technologies, as well as virtual and 
augmented realities at Stanford University. Participants 
will learn how to lead an immersive project, choose the 
topic that lends itself  to 360 journalism, learn shooting 
techniques with a 360 camera, etc. The program, in either 
French or English, is also available to other organisations.

David Sallinen, director of  the WAN-IFRA Training, is 
guiding the new program and, in collaboration with WAN-
IFRA's Global Alliance for Media Innovation, also setting 
up a network of  virtual reality and Journalism-360 project 
managers within international media to facilitate exchange 
and innovation.

PTI has new CEO 
The Press Trust of  India has appointed Venky Venkatesh 

as its new chief  executive officer. Venkatesh was earlier 
associated with HT Media as its chief  Learning Officer. An 
alumnus of  Indian Institute of  Management, Ahmedabad, 
Venkatesh began his career with Hindustan Unilever and 
has held senior leadership positions in sales and marketing 
during his 35-year career. He was associated with HUL for 
26 years and was credited with crafting marketing strategies 
to launch brands and revitalise existing brand portfolios.

                     (Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

Arup Sarkar is chief editor at ABP
After Aveek Sarkar stepped down as chief  editor of  ABP 

publications The Telegraph and Anandabazar Patrika, he has 
been replaced by his brother, Arup Sarkar, as the chief  
editor of  ABP News Network. Earlier, Arup Sarkar was 
the Chief  Editor of  the group’s Bengali magazines. Aveek 
Sarkar will continue as chairman of  the group.

ABP News Editorial is now be headed by Milind 
Khandekar. Digital editorial will also continue to 
be headed by Khandekar. All Regional Channels of  
ANN will report to Shazi Zaman. Milind Khandekar 
and Shazi Zaman will both report to Arup Sarkar.

   (Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

Mathrubhumi's Club FM goes 
on air in UAE

Club FM, the radio division of  the Mathrubhumi 
Group, launched its fifth radio station and the first 
overseas, in UAE. The station will be aired on the 
frequency 99.6 FM and will offer authentic and 
edited news and round-the-clock entertainment and 
music programmes to the Malayalee diaspora. Youth 
heart-throb Dulquer Salmaan in his role as is the face 
of  the newly launched station.

The launch function was attended by 
DulquerSalmaan, the station’s brand ambassador, 
as chief  guest, along with P.V. Chandran, managing 
editor; M.V. Sreeyams Kumar, director - Electronic 
& Media; P.P. Saseendran, News head; P.S. Shree 
Kumar, general manager; and K.R. Pramod, chief  
manager, Public Relations.

Speaking on the occasion, Shreyams Kumar said, 
“Club FM is a sunshine brand, cherished for its zest, 
positivity and humour, and Club 99.6 will also share 
the same qualities. We have assiduously channelised 
our efforts in envisioning this product for UAE, 
which is a good market for FM. We are sure that our 
new endeavour will strike a chord with the young 
and among Gulf  Malayalees.” 

    (Courtesy: exchange4media.com)

BCCL appoints director, 
Response

Rajnish Rikhy, who recently resigned as chief  
Revenue officer of  Hindi channel Aaj Tak, has 
joined Bennett, Coleman & Company (BCCL) as 
the director of  Response. Rikhy will report to S. 
Sivakumar, president of  Revenue, BCCL and will be 
based out of  Delhi. Rikhy has earlier served more 
than 15 years at BCCL from 1988 to 2004.

         (Courtesy: exchange4media.com)
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August 18-20, organised by FESPA 
in Mexico: FESPA Mexico 
2016. More details on the FESPA 
website

August 22-23, organised by 
INMA, in Sao Paulo, Brazil: INMA 
International News Media 
Conference. More details on 
INMA website

August 30-31, organised by INMA, 
in New Delhi: INMA South Asia 
News Media Conference. More 
details on INMA website

September 7-9, organised by 
Newspaper Association of  America, 
in Chicago: NAA Retail Revenue 
Exchange Conference. More 
details on NAA website

September 7-9, organised by 
FESPA in Johannesburg: FESPA 
Africa 2016. More details on the 
FESPA website

September 14-17, organised 
by INMA, in Monaco: INMA 
European News Media 
Conference. More details on 
INMA website

September 21-22, organised by 
WAN-IFRA, in Kolkata: WAN-
IFRA India 2016 Conference. 
More details from infoindia@wan-
ifra.org

October 3-4, organised by INMA, 
in Chicago: INMA Business 
Strategies 2020 Conference. More 
details on INMA website

October 3-7, organised by WAN-
IFRA, in New York/ Washington: 
Study Tour – The Super Social 
Newsroom. More details from 
nicole.frankenhauser@wan-ifra.org

October 10-12, organised by 
WAN-IFRA, in Vienna: World 
Publishing Expo 2016/ Digital 
Media World/ Print World. More 
details from sergio.oliveira@wan-
ifra.org

October 17-21, organised by 
INMA, in San Francisco: INMA 
Silicon Valley Study Tour. More 
details on INMA website

November 4, organised by INMA, 
in Zurich, Switzerland: INMA 
Ideas Day on Mobile Innovations. 
More details on INMA website

November 8-10, organised by 
WAN-IFRA, in Singapore: Digital 
Media Asia 2016. More details 
from wilson.leong@wan-ifra.org

November 14-15, organised by 
INMA, in Cape Town, South Africa: 
INMA Global News Media 
Summit. More details on INMA 
website

November 15-17, organised by 
WAN-IFRA, in San Francisco: Study 
Tours – Strictly Digital. More 
details from nicole.frankenhauser@
wan-ifra.org

November 17-18, organised by 
WAN-IFRA, in Buenos Aires, 
Argentina: Digital Media Latam 
2016. More details from raquel.
gonzalez@wan-ifra.org

November 21-23, organised by 
FESPA and the China Screen 
Printing and Graphic Imaging 
Association, in Guangzhou, China: 
FESPA China 2016. More details 
on the FESPA website

November 22, organised by INMA, 
in Copenhagen, Denmark: INMA 
Ideas Day on Editorial and 
Newsroom Innovations. More 
details on INMA website

August

2016

September

October

NovemberSeptember 22-23, organised by 
INMA, in Panama City: INMA 
Latin American News Media 
Conference. More details on 
INMA website

September 28-30, organised by 
WAN-IFRA, in Johannesburg: 
Digital Media Africa 2016. More 
details from christin.herger@wan-
ifra.org
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Yes, digital publishing is here to stay

Tablets might still be a niche market in India, but they are a rapidly growing and promising 
new media channel for newspaper publishers. Digital publishing to tablets is another step 
in the ongoing evolution of the media industry. This change forces publishers to define 
an effective multi-channel publishing strategy, enabling them to effortlessly address any 
channel and to monetise new channels such as tablets successfully. A special report by 
Stefan Horst
                                               
                    >>> more

Dinamalar surges forward on the new media front

A 60-year-old newspaper has adapted and moved with the times, and moved quickly.  Its 
Web site attracts more than two million unique visitors and more than 190 million page 
views a month; its iPhone, iPod and iPad applications have recorded a substantial number 
of downloads and page views, with various apps being made available on the Android 
platform as well. All run and managed by a small team that is highly focused on delivering 
value to users as well as clients, and it has paid off well. Sashi Nair reports on the Dinamalar 
new media success story

                 >>> more
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HELPING PRINT REMAIN COMPETITIVE
A combination of feature sets and automation capabilities makes New ProImage’s NewsWay an ideal solution for centralising 
a printing plant, as the Evening Post Publishing Company in Charleston, South Carolina has found (see page 20). The 
solution is packaged as a core product with multiple add-on modules the client can choose from. For example, the building 
block approach allows the Charleston plant various tools and services that can handle their specific production and plant 
requirements. This comes as a shot in the arm for New ProImage, which has made a mark for itself as a leading developer of 
browser-based content management, digital workflow, ink optimisation, tablet and mobile solutions, colour image processing 
and production tracking solutions. Picture shows the Systems manager at the Evening Post soft-proofing the plate image.


